Bedroom Kandi Client Questionnaire
1) On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest, I would say that my level of sexual
experience is a _____________.!
2) If I had to use one word to describe my sex life, it would be ________________________.!
3) Most of my sexual experiences lately have been with (circle one):
Myself
My Partner
More Than One Person !
4) I orgasm through (circle all that apply):
Penetration Oral Sex
Vibrating Technology Anal Sex!
5) When I think about my sex-life, I wish there was more ____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________!
6) Sexually I have always want to_______________________________________________!
7) In terms of frequency, I pleasure myself:!
Fairly Often Rarely
Never !
8) Is there anything happening with your body that you have been too embarrassed to speak to
your doctor about? _________________________________________________________!
9) Have you noticed any changes in your sex drive? If so, how has it changed?
_________________________________________________________________________!
10) If you have a partner, have you two ever used sex toys together? _____________!

!

11) If are in a sexual relationship, which statements describe your sex life (circle all that apply):!
• We have a great time, but sexually I wish we would try some new things.!
• We barely have sex anymore.!
• I find myself masturbating a lot because my partner doesn’t bring me to orgasm.!
• I wonder if he/she is even attracted to me anymore.!
• We care about each other, but sex just isn’t great at all.!
• Things are perfect sexually, but I am always looking for new things to keep things
exciting.!

!

12) If you are currently not in a sexual relationship, which statements describe your sex-life
(circle all that apply):!
• I am dating around and have multiple partners. I would love to figure out how to do a
better job pleasuring myself.!
• I am not having sex with anyone other than myself right now.!
• I am dating someone and sex is ok, but it could be better.!
• I am very interested in learning new ways to pleasure myself.!
• I am dating around and I don’t use condoms as much as I should.!
• I am dating around and I am pretty anal about condoms. I use them all the time. !
• I am excited about settling into a sexual relationship, but I am scared that I will not
know what to do.!
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